“Is Clairvoyance Wrong?”
written by Sue Bohlin
A lady popped into one of our meetings recently who said she is
clairvoyant and has worked with tarot cards in the past. Someone in
another church had told her it was wrong so she got rid of her tarot cards
but wants to know if her gift of clairvoyance is also wrong and what to do
about it. She said she has had dreams of disasters, etc. before they have
happened and they have been reported as she “saw” them. We are a
church who operates in the prophetic but I was at a loss how to explain
the difference in “layman’s” terms. I know one is in the occult but have
never met anyone who said they had correct predictions before as I always
believed Satan could not predict the future and now I am a little confused
as to how to explain it.
Clairvoyance is indeed a manifestation of the occult. Satan has all kinds of
supernatural knowledge (although he is not omniscient) so we shouldn’t be
surprised when he feeds people knowledge of some future events. Particularly
since this lady has worked with tarot cards, which is another open door to the
occult, someone needs to explain to her how important it is to renounce her
openness to the enemy’s power and secret knowledge because if power and
knowledge don’t come from God, they are coming from an evil source which will
prove to be harmful eventually.
The biblical standard for prophets, either fore-telling or forth-telling, is 100%
accuracy (Deut. 18:22). Clairvoyance is a demonic counterfeit to the way the Holy
Spirit gives knowledge supernaturally, and this lady can probably identify at least
one dream or vision or thought that did not come to pass or in which she got a
detail wrong because unholy and UN-omniscient Satan cannot perfectly mimic the
actions of our perfectly holy God.
Concerning what to do about it, the way to slam shut the open door to the

kingdom of darkness is to repent of participating in occult activities which God
has forbidden for our own protection, and to “renounce the deeds of darkness”
(Rom. 13:12) in Jesus’ name. For further information, check out Neil Anderson’s
book Victory Over the Darkness.
So glad you wrote! I hope you find this helpful.
Sue Bohlin
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See Also:
“What’s the Difference Between a Prophet and a Clairvoyant?”

